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WELWYN GARDEN CITY SOCIETY 
Newsletter 

January 2010 
www.wgcsoc.org.uk 

Dear Member 
 
What with Christmas and the New Year, as well as snow, our schedule for the production and distribution of 
this edition slipped.  Please accept our apologies for this.  However, if you look at the beautiful aspects of 
the winter scene, we do have a couple of photos that we think aptly evoke this cold snap.  Enjoy the read. 
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۩  On verges, pavements, leaves and other detritus…. 
 

Over the past year we have sought to better understand the issues that give rise to the poor upkeep of verges, 
the broken pavements in the town centre and the clearing of leaves, quite apart from the clearing of snow 
and ice from dangerous pavements.  You would think that this would be straightforward….but it is not. 
 
For example, the County Council has adopted a policy that they will no longer repair kerbs unless they are a 
hazard to pedestrians.  This is unsatisfactory because, in the long term, this decision will damage the town.  
As it is, there are now plenty of kerbs that are damaged or have sunk to the level of the roadway and some 
verges have begun to creep into the road.  So this is an issue that we have to pursue.  
 
Similarly, there is a policy, which does not seem to be applied, concerning certain builders’ materials 
dumped on verges, so we have asked again for clarification. 
 
And then it appears there is a standard agreed to avoid the matter of “uncoordinated” repairs in broken 
pavements as the Conservation Review of September 2007 highlighted.  We wondered if these standards 
took into account the various comments made in the Conservation Review and whether these standards are 
sufficient to cover the weight of contractors’ vehicles that periodically use the pavements….another cause 
for clarification. 
 
We have been told that there is even a policy for “crossovers” (where drives cross verges), so we have asked 
for sight of this. 
 
Then, before Christmas, the sight of notices from Herts Highways, carrying the message “Caution – slippery 
surface – wet leaves”, on lamp posts in various parts of the town prompted us to wonder if this was a new 
development?  Could it be a wholly novel way to save money?  Don’t bother sweeping the leaves but just 
draw people’s attention to the fact that they may be wet and slippery!  
 
This takes us neatly on to the clearing of snow and the gritting of pavements in the town centre, which was 
not carried out properly in any way before Christmas.  We have researched the matter as part of getting an 
understanding of who is responsible for what and when any action should be taken as regards the pavements 
in this situation.  We attribute the lack of effective action to an ongoing dispute between the Borough and 
County authorities as the following letter from the Society’s Chairman, John Marks, to the Welwyn & 
Hatfield Times testifies:  
 
“4 January 2010  
 
Dear Sirs,  
 
As ever, when you start to look into the minutiae of who should be doing what and where in relation to 
clearing the snow from the town centre pavements, nothing is quite straightforward. For our part we are still 
seeking explanations from both Borough and the County and, so far, we are none the wiser:  we are, 
however, persisting. 
 
What is clear is that last year there was a dispute between the two authorities which was supposed to have 
been sorted out.  What is also clear is that it is only our Borough in this County that has this dispute as it 
appears to take a singular line all of its own over who should be responsible for clearing of verges and 
pavements and, in consequence, who should carry the cost.  It seems that once the Borough has swept those 
areas that it terms “priority” then it sits back and waits for the County to request it to sweep other areas.  
This seems to have the effect of passing the cost of clearing those other areas on to the County.  It must be 
obvious to all, that when there is heavy snow, there is no way that the County will be able to address town 
centres immediately when their primary purpose must be to keep trunk and other busy roads clear.  This 
seems to explain why our town centres and other local shopping centres are left to become ice rinks.  
 
To make matters worse for our Borough, we detect that the relationship between the two authorities still 
leaves a lot to be desired after last year’s dispute, as this Borough is increasingly seen as difficult – indeed, 
there has been more evidence of this earlier this winter when strange notices appeared advising pedestrians 
“Caution – slippery surface - wet leaves”.  These were put up by County when it is the Borough whose  
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contractors usually sweep neighbouring pavements.  One is led to assume that County is worried that some 
residual liability will fall upon them if the Borough is slow to clear them up.  Frankly, most residents would 
see these notices as a waste of time and money: they just want the pavements swept.  All of this, however, is 
beside the point.  Residents pay council tax which is passed to both authorities to ensure safety when on the 
highway – which includes most pavements.  They could not care about a squabble between the two bodies; 
they just want the problem sorted.  Our own Borough should also take note that penny pinching and being 
difficult with other authorities on whom you, in part, depend does not help residents.  It simply means you 
are placed at the back of the queue for work to be done.  
 
Could we suggest that the matter is simply sorted out?  What people do not want is some lengthy spin about 
how everyone did a wonderful job, etc, etc.   Residents have had enough of that!”  
 
The deeper we have delved into this morass the less edifying it seems to be.  You would have thought that 
issues such as who does what in the Borough would have been sorted out long ago.   
 
As this article was being put to bed, we subsequently received information that the squabble seems to be 
continuing, so we have asked Grant Shapps to intervene since it is not in the interests of residents in any part 
of the Borough to be subjected to unnecessary risk while politicians argue over who should be clearing what 
and at whose cost.  We shall keep you informed. 
 

 
 
۩  Submission on Open Space Strategy 
 
We have recently made a major submission to the Borough Council in response to their invitation to do so in 
relation to their Open Space Strategy.  This document seeks to pull together the various elements of their 
approach to the environment – something that was requested by the Audit Commission following its last 
inspection.  
 
Members may recall that we reported on the disappointing Audit Report on the Environment in the May 
edition of the newsletter.  A new Environmental Strategy document was promised by June 2009 but officers 
have clearly identified other issues that they had to address and so far, no new strategy document has 
appeared. 
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Our submission covers the current tree strategy, the definitions of open spaces and the consequences for 
communities, amenity green space and even allotments.  Above all, we worked with the Chamber of 
Commerce to provide a coherent approach to the town centre.  Whilst we think we have made our position 
clear about the way the town centre is being managed - we made a presentation to its AGM in July last year 
– and have touched upon the fact that many of the small flower beds that are dotted about the town are not 
properly looked after, other issues are not so widely known. 
 
Details of all these issues can be found on our new web site (www.wgcsoc.org.uk), apart from trees which 
are covered separately in this newsletter. However, if any member wishes to raise an aspect of our 
submission, please contact any committee member on the list below. 
 
۩  Welwyn Garden City Society Executive Committee 
  
Geoffrey Beynon 01707 321380 beynongeoff@aol.com 
Annoné Butler 01707 325882 annone.butler@btinternet.com 

annone.butler@dwp.gsi.gov.uk 
Malcolm Cowan 01707 324723 malcolm.cowan@virgin.net 
Gerry Crux 01707 323352 briangerrycrux@hotmail.co.uk 
Will Davis 01707 690841 wpd_davis@hotmail.com 
Malcolm Day 01707 896688 welwyn.days@ntlworld.com 
Tony Grice 01707 323286 tony.grice@ntlworld.com 
Dennis Lewis 01707 324048 dennis.lewis@tiscali.co.uk 
John Marks 01707 690176 john.marks2@ntlworld.com 
Jenny McCann 01707 322233 jenny.mc@btopenworld.com 
Kate McQuillen 01707 371215 knafzger@hotmail.com 
Shaun O’Reilly 01707 324272 shaun.oreilly@talktalk.net 
 
۩  The existing Tree Strategy 
 
The events in Stanborough Park and the loss of Poplars both there and in the centre of Welwyn Garden City 
suggest that the existing tree strategy is inadequate to support the Borough’s environmental strategy.  We 
have suggested it is reviewed immediately and our reasons for this are as follows: 
 
The existing strategy, for example, states that the Council is not directly responsible for trees in private 
gardens or in Borough open spaces managed by Finesse Leisure (the areas are then specified).  We think that 
the inclusion of both these responsibilities within the same heading of “not directly responsible” is deeply 
flawed.  Responsibility for trees that belong to householders is wholly different in nature to the 
responsibility that purports to be exercised by Finesse. 
 
It seems clear to us that the reason for the poor handling of the trees in Stanborough Park has its origins in 
the lack of clarity contained in this very section of the strategy.  Based on the experience of Stanborough 
Park, we do not think that Finesse – a creature in any event of the Council - has the expertise to manage trees 
in any meaningful way and that control should be exercised directly by the Borough. 
 
It would be helpful for the Borough to explain how it feels indirectly responsible for trees in private gardens.  
We imagine it is contained elsewhere in the strategy document but then it should be explicit. 
 
It is our view that the Council’s strategic priorities are in the wrong order.  
 
“Conserving the Borough’s distinctive high quality environment”, currently the second objective, should be 
the first objective.  This should be followed by “enhancing the environment”, currently the third objective.  
Finally, “managing the life cycle of trees” should become the third objective, concerned largely as it is with 
operational issues, though perhaps it may need renaming in view of our other comments.     
 
This is a strategy document claiming to manage the landscape over a twenty year period but currently we 
believe it to be driven by operational demands, particularly an exaggerated view of risk, which is clearly an 
operational issue.  Some six people on average die from trees falling down every year in the United 
Kingdom and this figure has remained more or less constant for decades.  No amount of operational 
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management will actually alter that figure as it is already a minute one in relation to the numbers of people 
and trees present in the country.  
 
This is not intended to downplay the issue of risk; this is something that has to be managed but it needs to be 
placed in a meaningful context.  In the absence of some point of reference, this risk becomes an end in itself 
and prone to exaggeration by both the Council and by residents who claim their trees are a danger to their 
health, themselves, their children or their grandchildren.  Generally, the reverse is the case. 
 
The existing strategy also claims to manage this risk proactively.  We do not think that it does.  What 
happens is that when a tree is diagnosed as deceased then it is cut down.  We see that as reactive.  We are 
not suggesting that cutting down of deceased trees should not take place but this should not be confused with 
proactive tree management. 
 
We see proactive tree management as managing the landscape over a long timeframe so that replacement 
trees are brought on to compensate when older trees reach the end of their lives.  Hopefully, this is what will 
now happen in both the car parks of Stanborough Park and is the current plan in Parkway. 
 
Whilst the proactive management of all trees within the Borough’s ambit is a wonderful aspiration, we do 
not think it is possible without substantially more resources than is currently made available to it.  Rather we 
feel that certain key vistas within the Borough should be managed “proactively”.  The obvious ones are 
Parkway and Howardsgate in Welwyn Garden City but there are others throughout the Borough.  These 
should be identified and relevant longer term plans should be drawn up for them and included as an 
Appendix to a revised Tree Strategy.  That would focus attention on key areas that cause residents (and the 
Council) major grief when they are seen to fail.  Such a policy needs to be properly explained to residents 
from the outset and as it is implemented. 
 
۩  Coolie capers 
 
One of the icons of Welwyn Garden City is the design of the tall elegant street lights in the town centre with 
the coolie hat tops.  These lights are beginning to show signs of their age.  They will need to be replaced 
over time as standards improve and there is a requirement for more efficient lighting of the town centre. 
 

 

 
The Society has been in conversation with both 
the Borough Council planning department and 
with Hertfordshire Highways.  Progress is being 
made but at a rather slow pace. 
 
The need for a lighting policy for Welwyn Garden 
City was not in dispute.  A plan has been 
developed which will require lighting to different 
standards depending on street usage.  It is hoped 
that the town centre and the two conservation 
areas could be lit with the distinctive coolie 
design. 
 
The concern has been that such lanterns, which 
have to meet the latest lighting standards, did not 
exist; neither did it seem possible to upgrade 
existing lanterns.  The Herts Highways consultant 
had identified a lantern that looked similar and we 
were on the brink of having to accept this 
compromise.  However, another search revealed a 
company in Hoddesdon manufacturing a much 
more similar design called The Hatfield. 
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۩  Life Magazine 
 
A number of members have remarked that the Council Leader, Councillor Dean, has placed the following 
item, “New landscaping for Stanborough Park car parks was agreed and planting is due to start in the south 
car park”, at the top of a list of things happening as “exciting for the borough” in the current edition of Life 
Magazine. 
 
“Remarked” by members should be seen as being at the polite end of a continuum that ends with descriptive 
language that the editor felt was inappropriate for the Society’s newsletter.  However, the committee of the 
Society is pleased to note that preparations for the replanting have begun. 
 
۩  A long standing resident writes…. 
 
“The Cherry Tree restaurant and ballroom (now Waitrose):  As a young girl I attended dancing classes in the 
ballroom.  The classes were run by Phyllis Kitley.  The Cherry Tree used to hold many dinner dances: the 
Golf Club, ICI, the Rugby Club, Masonic, etc.  During the war years, there were dances twice weekly, 
known as ‘hops’.  I attended many of these in my late teens where I met and danced with young service men 
but then walked home in the pitch darkness due to the ‘black out’. 
 
A friend of my parents who lived with her husband in Sherrardspark Road had a lovely back garden where 
she ran charity fêtes in the summer months.  They owned a farm and had racehorses.  One horse named 
Nimbus won the ‘2000 Guineas’ race one year.  Due to this big occasion we, as a family, were invited to 
celebrate the win at a large party for their friends at The Clock restaurant in Welwyn.” 
 
۩  The Society’s new web site 
 
At long last we have identified software that is appropriate to our needs and which is cost free.  This has 
meant we have been able to renew our web site and upgrade it to something worthy of the town.  Members 
can access it on www.wgcsoc.org.uk.  
 
Members will see that we have decided to publish some original exchanges of papers relating to the things 
that the Society does.  The effect of this may well be to add a touch of controversy to the issues that we are 
seeking to address but we have decided to do this as it adds a little pressure on decision makes.  We feel that 
this is no bad thing. 
 
Members are welcome to give us their views of what they see on the site.  There is a members’ section 
which is still being worked on so it is not yet operational. 
 
۩  The modern house 
 
A book was published in 1934 called The Modern House.  The author was an architect, F R S Yorke and the 
book pulled together and effectively defined the architectural style of European modernism, which was born 
out of the concepts of Le Corbusier and Bruno Taut.  It was used by fellow architects as a source book for 
modern house design, covering as it did some 57 houses from 14 countries. 
 
The common characteristic of the modern house was a flat roof, although mono-pitched and double-pitched 
roofs were introduced by architects committed to modern design.  Different construction materials were 
used, including concrete.  Many had horizontally glazed Crittall windows.  There are seventeen such houses 
built in Hertfordshire and the one at Nast Hyde, designed by F R S Yorke, is listed as Grade II*.   
 
Though not in any way similar to the basic house style in Welwyn Garden City, there are three modern 
houses in the town: a little group at the corner of Pentley Park and Coney Dale.  The largest, which is in 
Coney Dale, is shown in the photograph.  The architect was J W M Dudding and the house was built in 
1936/7 for Mr Hugo Leakey. 
 
Why this style was permitted at the time is not clear.  It seems likely that Louis de Soissons was 
experimenting with the style as can be seen from his design for the Shredded Wheat Factory.  Concurrently, 
a number of architects saw the modern house developing out of the Arts & Craft view that architecture 
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derived from components, their manufacture and assembly.  The houses make a pleasant group of buildings, 
surrounded as they are now by mature trees. 
 

 
 
The information on these houses comes from the Twentieth Century Society, with whom the Society 
consults on a number of issues.  The two current interests are the advertising kiosks in Howardsgate and the 
Shredded Wheat Factory. 
 
۩  Those poster booths 
 
After some nagging, the Council did ask the Society what should be done with the poster booths that have 
graced the town centre since the fifties. 
 
The committee concluded that there was no point in looking at these structures from a commercial viewpoint 
as, in its opinion, there was no appreciable commercial return that could be had from these structures other 
than scrap metal.  So we told the Council that this avenue should not be pursued any further.  We also said 
that these structures had no sale value other than a nominal one as we suspected that their removal cost, and 
restoration of the pavement cost, would exceed their scrap value. 
 
We thus suggested to the Council that their use should be altered so that their servicing in terms of loading 
the four faces with material from time to time is eliminated as this is extremely costly.  True, it might have 
been possible to find some hard working individual in the community who might have been willing to do 
this but frankly, after the first flush of enthusiasm, we felt this arrangement would soon expire. 
 
So we proposed that the four faces be removed and replaced in such a way that the form and bulk of the 
poster booths remain the same.  We see the altered four faces then replaced with four separate 
‘interpretation’ boards highlighting the following:   
 

1. A town map highlighting Parkway and Howardsgate as well as the town centre; and 
 

2. A statement about the town in terms of its importance in architectural and urban design; and 
 

3. A statement about Ebenezer Howard and Louis de Soissons that link into the history of the town; 
and 

 
4. Some statement that explains the brief history of the place and what this town is about. 
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If the structures are to remain exactly where they are, then there is a case for having up to eight different 
faces to these structures and the Society would be happy to talk to the Council about these.  However, we 
suggested that one could be usefully moved towards a location between the Howard Centre and John Lewis 
– future planning of this area permitting, and we think that the best spot would be between the NatWest and 
Nationwide offices. 
 
The outcome that we then see is one where structures designed by Louis de Soissons are not just retained but 
used to shout about the place - something we think is lacking in the town centre. 
 
The Society has discussed the matter with the Louis de Soissons Partnership and they agree that it would be 
a disaster if these structures were lost to the town.  Indeed, the Society thinks that many would regard their 
loss as an act of vandalism.  Finally, we also suggest that their rebirth should coincide with the 90th 
anniversary of the town – which is, of course, this year. 
 
۩  Richard Reiss writes from the US…. 
 
“I was interested in the items in the newsletter.  Referring to the article on page 7, The Hertfordshire 
Highlands, I have something to say.  If you would refer to a reproduction of the First Master Plan on page 
118 of Richard Busby's book The Book of Welwyn, you will see that development was planned all along that 
part of the original Welwyn Garden City Company’s property fronting the Great North Road, from 
Brockswood Lane to at least the Luton branch railway and way back into Sherrardspark Wood.  At a glance 
at a contour map you would see that much of this is at the 400ft contour.  I think that was why 400ft 
was shown on the Welwyn Garden City logo.  Secondly, the reproduction of the hill on the poster as shown 
in the new logo is not the same as the original diagram on the Master Plan, where buildings are shown all 
over the "white area" on the logo.  Of course, as you know, this high area was released from being built 
upon when the Company could buy more land to the east of the main railway line.   Also, there was a 
campaign ‘Save The Woods’.” 
 
Members will be aware that the Reiss family kindly financed the building of the Reiss Gardens in Parkway 
named as a commemoration to the life and work of Richard Reiss (the father) who was part of the original 
company from 1919 and later with the development corporation.   
 
۩  The Making Memories project 
 
We touched on the setting up of another new web site in our last newsletter that was intended to pick up 
people’s memories of Hertfordshire.  We now understand that the site was officially launched on 13 January 
and details can be obtained on www.hertsmemories.org.uk. 
 
We would very much like to hear any thoughts you might have on Welwyn Garden City, past or present, 
positive or negative.  If anything comes to mind, do please contact the newsletter co-ordinator or, indeed, 
any committee member.  We are not always aware of what you might consider to be a useful insight into 
some important aspect of our town, so any interaction would be a good thing.  Please feel free to either email 
me on sheila.oreilly@talktalk.net or telephone me on 01707 324272. 


